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Abstract: In this work we have reviewed studies which survey all aspects of computer security
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INTRODUCTION

network in question. Such activities trigger an alarm,
which may notify system or networking administrator
that an attack may be taking place; often it is a false
alarm. While false positives are very common with a
behavior-based IDS, this is compensated with the
ability to detect a previously unseen attack[5].
Behavior Based Intrusion Detection (BBID) is also
known under such names as anomaly detection and
statistical intrusion detection[16]. The first step BBIDS
goes through is to learn what behavior is normal for the
given system. Once a BBIDS is activated for the first
time, it will monitor and log a number of parameters
such as: bandwidth usage, processor and memory
activity, disk usage, and other system activity over a
certain period to create a baseline for what constitutes
normal behavior. After the learning period is
completed, activity that doesn't correspond well to the
statistically normal system performance will result in an
alert signal being generated. The main advantage of this
type of IDS is that it dynamically adapts to new types
of attacks. Because system behavior can fluctuate
during use for normal reasons, it typically produces a
very high number of false alarms[5].
As was previously mentioned, main advantage of
behavior-based approaches is that they can detect
attempts to exploit new and unforeseen vulnerabilities.
They can even contribute to the automatic discovery of
these new attacks. BBIDS are also less dependent on
operating system-specific attack approaches. They also
help detect internal-abuse types of attacks that do not
actually involve exploiting any security vulnerability,
but rely on privileges already possessed by the users to

As computer systems become more and more
important to our every day lives it is necessary to
protect them from actions that attempt to compromise
the reliability, confidentiality or availability of such
systems[1, 2]. In the context of information systems,
intrusion refers to any unauthorized access, not
permitted attempt to access or damage, or malicious use
of information resources[3, 4]. Intrusion Detection (ID) is
defined as detection of break-ins and break-in attempts
via automated software system[5].
Intrusion detection systems can be grouped into
two large categories: knowledge-based or behaviorbased[6-9]. Majority of currently deployed systems are
knowledge-based, matching signatures of well-known
attacks against state changes in systems or in streams of
packets flowing through the network[10, 11]. Knowledgebased systems are reliable and generate very few false
positives, but they can only detect intrusions, which are
similar to the ones previously encountered[12]. Such
systems are powerless against new, as of yet unknown
attacks, so they must be continually updated with
information about new types of attacks being utilized
by hackers[5]. Recently, a trend of incorporating
different AI technologies into Intrusion Detection
Systems (IDS) has demonstrated promising results in
particular with agent-based systems[13-15].
A behavior-based IDS instead looks at user's
actions, trying to perceive attacks by monitoring system
or network activity and bringing attention to any
activity that doesn't seem to be typical for the system or
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obtain additional control over the system. BBIDS is
basically an obsessed approach: Everything which has
not been seen previously is classified as some type of
an attack[5].
The high false alarm rate is the primary drawback
of BBIDS because the entire spectrum of the behavior
of the user may not be encountered during the learning
phase. Since behavior can change over time, there is a
need for periodic online retraining of the behavior
profile. This additional training may result either in
unavailability of the BBIDS or in additional false
alarms being generated. The system we are trying to
protect can also be under attack at the same time as the
BBIDS is learning the behavioral profile. Consequently,
the behavioral profile will contain intrusive behavior,
which is not detected as anomalous during the
utilization of BBIDS[5].

•
•
•
•
•
•

INTRUSION DETECTION SYSTEMS,
TECHNOLOGIES AND PRODUCTS

REQUIREMENTS OF A TAXONOMY
Research in security is itself an area of
investigation which can benefit from a systematic
classification and analysis. Some of the first attempts at
analyzing state of computer security research appeared
long before prevalence of the personal computer[17].
Catherine Meadows presented a taxonomy of computer
security research and development intended to spot
areas of research which are still relatively
unexplored[18]. The proposed taxonomy includes five
broad areas including: systems, policies, techniques,
assurance and interaction with other system
requirements all of which are further subdivide into
more narrow categories.
Lundin et al. presented a survey which focuses on
different issues which must be addressed in order to
build fully functional and practical IDS[19]. The survey
focuses on such aspects of IDS as: social aspects,
foundations, data collection, detection methods,
response, environment and architecture, IDS security,
testing, evaluation, and operational aspects.
In general, a good taxonomy has a number of
desirable properties as outlined in Hansman[20]:
•
•

•

Deterministic: The procedure of classifying must
be clearly defined.
Mutually exclusive: Each attack is categorized
into, at most, one category.
Repeatable Classification should be repeatable.
Backwards compatible: Existing terminology
should be used in the taxonomy so as to avoid
confusion and to build on previous knowledge.
Terms well defined: There should be no confusion
at to what a term means.
Unambiguous: Each category of the taxonomy
must be well defined so there is no ambiguity with
respect to an attack’s classification.
Useful: A useful taxonomy will be able to be used
in the security industry and particularly by incident
response teams.

Probably the largest number of surveys,
taxonomies and classifications of all computer security
areas reviewed in this paper is concerned with different
IDS. In fact the different IDS taxonomies are so
numerous that meta-studies of such classification
systems began to appear[21, 22].
Debar et al. developed taxonomy which defines
families of intrusion detection systems according to
their properties[23]. The main categories used in their
classification are detection method, behavior on
detection, audit source location, and usage frequency.
They have later extended their taxonomy beyond realtime intrusion detection to include additional aspects of
security
monitoring,
such
as
vulnerability
assessment[24].
Stefan Axelsson developed a taxonomy which
consists of a classification based on detection principle
and operational aspects of the IDS[25]. The detection
principles are divided into anomaly, signature, and
signature-inspired.
The
system
characteristics
categories considered are time of detection, granularity
of data processing, source of audit data, response to
detected intrusions, locus of data processing, locus of
data collection, security and degree of interoperability.
Author uses developed classification to survey and
classify a number of research prototypes.
Lazarevic et al. developed a taxonomy of IDS
based on five criteria: information source (system
commands, system accounting, system log, security
audit processing, network packets, application log

Accepted: The taxonomy should be structured so
that it can become generally approved.
Comprehensible: A comprehensible taxonomy
will be able to be understood by those who are in
the security field, as well as those who only have
an interest in it.
Complete: For the taxonomy to be exhaustive, it
should account for possible attacks and provide
categories accordingly.
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probabilistic alarm correlation, method of duplicates
and consequences, and predicate logic based
approaches.

files), analysis strategy, time aspects, architecture, and
response type[26].
Many other IDS surveys and taxonomies have been put
forward including:
•

•
•

Immune Systems: Artificial Immune Systems (AIS)
are inspired by the Human Immune System (HIS)
which protects the body against damage from bacteria
and viruses. It is hoped that an AIS can protect
computer systems against computer viruses in a similar
fashion. Dasgupta et al. present a survey of different
AIS algorithms and numerous applications of this
technology to science and engineering in particular to
computer security, anomaly detection in data, and fault
diagnosis[34]. They review in some detail computational
models based on immune system principles such as:
Immune Network Model and Negative Selection
Algorithm as well as other less known computational
models, which emulate different immunological aspects
of HIS. Similarly, Aickelin et al.[35] review AIS based
approaches to intrusion detection. They evaluate a
number of developed systems particularly those based
on: gene libraries, negative selection, clonal selection,
immune memory, idotypic networks, and self-nonself
detection.

Allesandri et al. developed a taxonomy of IDS with
respect to the analysis of activities such as attacks
and other related events[27]. The attributes a
classified
into
three
categories:
generic
characteristics, data preprocessing, and instance
analysis.
Xiao et al. classify the architectures of IDS that
have been developed for mobile ad hoc networks
(MANET)[28].
Michael Treaster describes different approaches
what have been developed to share and analyze
data in distributed IDS[29].

Intrusion response: Increased complexity of attacks in
recent years coupled with high speed at which attacks
propagate requires an automated intrusion response
mechanism to be included with the modern IDS.
Stakhanova et al. developed taxonomy of intrusion
response systems[30]. Systems are classified based on
the degree of automation, the activity of triggered
response, ability to adjust, time of response,
cooperation ability and response selection method.
Carver et al. proposed an intrusion response
taxonomy consisting of six layers including: timing of
attack, type of attack, type of attacker, degree of
suspicion, attack implications and environmental
constraints[31]. They suggest that a response to an attack
should be customized with respect to each one of the
subcategories put forward.
Jayaram et al. present a taxonomic view of network
security[32]. They quantify the classes of security threats
and mechanisms for meeting these security threats.
They identify five ways in which network security can
be compromised including: physical, system weak
spots, malign programs, access rights, and
communication channels.

Storage Systems Security: Storage networks utilized
to keep and share data such as healthcare records, and
financial transactions are becoming more vulnerable to
security breeches. Kher et al. presented a
comprehensive survey of the security services provided
by the existing storage systems[36]. Such services
include authentication and authorization, availability,
confidentiality and integrity, key management, auditing
and intrusion detection as well as usability,
manageability and performance. The storage systems
surveyed in the paper consist of networked file systems
(Andrew file systems, self-certifying file systems, and
network attached storage devices), cryptographic file
systems (shared and non-shared cryptographic systems)
and storage-based IDS (self-securing storage, storagebased IDS).
IDS-product review: While a great number of
theoretical surveys and classification schemas of IDS
have been published a much smaller effort has been
devoted to the review of actual commercially available
IDS. Such reviews are important for the practical
utilization of IDS by network administrators and others
in charge of network security.
Kathleen Jackson developed a comprehensive
compilation and categorization of commercially
available IDS[37]. The survey is based on published

Alarm Correlation: Many IDS are complementary to
each other and are used in combination, since for
different environments some approaches perform better
than others. Alert correlation methods help to discern
between positive and false alarms generated by such
multi-IDS approaches. Zurutuza et al. present a survey
of intrusion detection alarm correlation approaches[33].
Reviewed methods for alarm correlation include:
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intended controls, active misuse of resources, and
passive misuse of resources each type of intrusion may
result in exposure of data, or denial of service or
erroneous output. Alternatively, Sandeep Kumar
presented a classification of computer intrusions based
on classifying signatures that are used to detect the
exploitation or vulnerability[47].

reports, product evaluations and vendor-supplied
product information. Assessment of seventeen different
systems is performed in terms of detection method,
suitability, flexibility, support, performance and
accuracy. In a very similar work Hakan Kvarnstrom
reviews a different subset of commercially available
tools for detecting intrusions in computer systems and
networks[38]. Systems are compared and evaluated with
respect to functioning, security, architecture,
performance and manageability.
In a larger study, Stefan Axelsson classifies 20
different intrusion detection systems based on
taxonomy of system features developed by the
author[39]. The systems are reviewed in great detail in
chronological order with each review followed by the
systems’ evolution from the surveyor. Allen et al.
presented an assessment of publicly available intrusion
detection technology[40]. The report provides
recommendations for IDS sponsors, users, vendors and
researchers. For the IDS developers recommendations
include: creation of open source signatures, utilization
of distribution model similar to the one used by antivirus community, integration of human analysis as part
of event diagnosis and expanding options for capturing
forensic evidence. A large number of smaller product
surveys deserve to be mentioned:
•
•
•
•

•

Attackers: Intruders themselves can be classified into
different types[48]:
•
•
•
•

External intruders don’t have any type of
authorized access to the system
Masqueraders use authentication of other users to
obtain corresponding privileges
Misfeasors those are legitimate users who have
privileged access to the system and abuse it to
violate security policies
Clandestine users access the system with
supervisory privileges and operate at a level below
a normal audit mechanism, making it very difficult
to detect them

Attacks: Hansman et al. propose a four dimensional
vector for attack classification[20]. The first dimension
being the class of an attack such as: denial of service,
password attack, physical attack, or information
gathering attack. Second dimension is the target of an
attack such as Windows based systems. The third
dimension deals with vulnerabilities and exploits that
the attack uses. The fourth dimension considers any
payload an attack may include such as a virus that
installs a Trojan horse.
Dominique Alessandri developed a classification of
attacks and a description framework for intrusion
detection systems[49]. The developed method can be
used by IDS designers to predict whether a given
design will be able to detect certain classes of attacks.
Attacks are classified according to their externally
observable characteristics. The identified attack classes
are then described in terms of IDS characteristics which
are needed to analyze a given class of attacks.
Buhan et al. developed a meta-classification
schema of attack taxonomies to provide guidance to the
process of choosing the most suitable taxonomy for a
security task[50]. They classify atomic taxonomies based
on the grounds of distinction including:

Krugel et al. survey thirteen existing IDS and
describe current state-of-the art architectures and
methods used to construct those systems[41].
Teresea Lunt surveys different well known IDS
from the point of view of automated audit trail
analysis techniques[42].
McAuliffe et al. performed a survey of the state-ofthe-art in IDS[43].
Peddisetty Raju overviews the state-of-the-art in
IDS products and technologies in particular
evaluating six commercially available intrusion
detection systems[44].
NATO research and technology organization
produced a technical report on state-of-the-art IDS
which includes review of some commercial and
freeware products[45].

INTRUSION, ATTACKS, ATTACKERS, FLAWS
AND VIRUSES
In order to improve accuracy in incident reporting,
statistics, and warning bulletins Lindqvist et al.
developed a classification of computer intrusions with
respect to technique as well as to result[46]. Three main
subclasses of intrusions are presented: bypass of

•
•
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The who. Classifies attacks based on different
characteristics of an attacker.
The how. Groups attacks based on the attack
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•

•

The what. Arranges attacks based on the flaw
being exploited.
Buhan’s meta-taxonomy uses one taxonomy from each
of the identified classes and by doing so allows for
identification of a broad range of attacks[50]. Practically
all of the well known different attack taxonomies[51-59]
can be classified according the proposed methodology.

Weaver at el.[69] proposed a taxonomy of malicious
worms based on target discovery and selection
strategies, worm carrier mechanisms, worm activation,
possible payloads, and plausible attackers who might
utilize worms. Martin Karresand has developed a
comprehensive taxonomy of different software
weapons which he defines as “…software containing
instructions that are necessary and sufficient for a
successful attack on a computer system”. The taxonomy
consists of 15 categories, which are independent and
therefore may be used together to categorize any
software weapon[67, 70]. Each category is further
subdivided into 2-4 subgroups making it possible to
accurately classify different malware.

Vulnerabilities and Flaws: A good taxonomy of
system vulnerabilities can help in detection and
elimination of flaws from the current and future
systems. Bishop presents taxonomy of Unix
vulnerabilities classified according to the following
properties[60]:
•
•
•
•
•

Nature The type of the flaw by genesis
Time of introduction When the vulnerability was
introduced
Exploitation domain Where the vulnerability
occurs
Effect domain What is affected by the
vulnerability
Minimum number The minimum number of
components needed to exploit the flaw

Deception in Cyberspace: Deception is a valuable
component of information warfare, examples include
many social engineering attacks such as: phishing and
“Nigerian letters”. Neil Rowe presents taxonomy of
deception in cyberspace[71]. He enumerates the space of
possible deceptions using a new approach derived from
semantics in linguistics and rates appropriateness of
each of the deceptions for offense and defense in
cyberwar. His taxonomy includes such categories as:
space, time, participant, causality, quality, and essence.

Additionally Bishop et al.[61] perform a critical
analysis of other vulnerability taxonomies in particular
trying to understand what makes a good taxonomy.
Taimur Aslam also proposes a taxonomy of security
faults in the Unix operating system[62]. His taxonomy
includes such categories as: operational faults, coding
faults, and environment faults all of which are
subdivided into additional categories. Landwehr et al.
developed taxonomy of computer program security
flaws based on three broad classifications, namely by:
genesis, time of introduction and location[63]. A number
of other less well known surveys of vulnerabilities and
flaws also exist but they tend to follow similar
classification approach as the ones described above[62,
64-66]
.

ANTI-TEMPER TECHNOLOGIES
Collberg et al. review several techniques for
technical protection of software secrets which might be
revealed as a result of software reverse engineering.
While advocating software obfuscation as the best
approach they also consider such options as sale of
services instead of application, code encryption, and
native code only distribution. Software obfuscation
refers to making the internals of a program
unintelligible to a hacker by artificially changing the
structure of the program, modifying span of variables,
introducing new classes and methods, and increasing
the number of arguments to a method[72].
Protection of copyrighted digital material may be
accomplished by digital watermarking. Digital
watermarking allows incorporation of a hidden
verification message to digital audio, video, or image
file. Shoemaker presents a survey of techniques used
for digital watermarking including spatial, frequency
and wavelet domain based approaches[73].

Worms, Viruses and Trojan Horses: The following
definitions for different malicious software are
generally accepted by the security research
community[67, 68]:
•
•

Trojan horse is a program performing unknown
and unwanted actions, while posing as a legitimate
program. It can be equated to a non-replicating
virus or a super-class to viruses and worms.

A virus is a self-replicating malicious program
which relies on a careless user or other programs to
replicate itself.
A worm is a stand alone self-replicating program
which uses vulnerability in the target’s code to
spread itself.
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In this paper we have reviewed papers which
survey all aspects of computer security including
attackers and attacks, software bugs and viruses as well
as different intrusion detection systems and ways to
evaluate such systems. The aim was to develop a survey
of security related issues which would provide adequate
information and advice to newcomers to the field as
well as a good reference guide for security
professionals.
We
have
also
developed
a
comprehensive review of data sources used by different
IDS.

Atallah et al. present a general survey of multiple
anti-tamper technologies[74]. They review both
hardware and software based methods of protecting
software
from
unauthorized
access,
reverse
engineering, and violation of code’s integrity.
Examined hardware approaches include trusted
processors, smart cards and tokens. Software methods
such as encryption wrappers, code obfuscation,
guarding, digital watermarking and fingerprinting are
also evaluated.
EVOLUTION OF SECURITY TOOLS
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